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In Sin rumbo Cambaceres portraits scenes of the Argentine upper class at the turn of the XIX Century.
Detailed and realistic the author defines with literary uniqueness the atmosphere with the initial clash during
the sheep shearing scene. Then come the noon horseback ride to the peasant woman's shack, the forced
seduction down to complete surrender in body and soul, and the whim of a night spent together with the
sensations that assault and repulse him. The flight to the mundane life in Buenos Aires, the club, the theatres,
complete the portrait of a lost man who ends up facing nature in his way back to the estancia, in pursuit of a
family life destiny will end up denying him. Cambaceres shows his literary power not only through his
intellectual vision and deep knowledge of the argentine spirit, but also through the language prowess of
conveying the true upper class "porteño" talk, that familiar Spanish jargon tainted with semi-french semi-
gaucho argot that was so particular of his contemporaries and still subsists nowadays, though veiled to the
unknowing.
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From reader reviews:

Yolanda Osuna:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can certainly share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire all their reader with their story or
perhaps their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
information about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your kids, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some analysis before they write to the book. One of them is this Sin
rumbo.

Albert Matthews:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to select book like
comic, limited story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not trying Sin rumbo that give your
satisfaction preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can
be said as the means for people to know world far better then how they react to the world. It can't be claimed
constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to be success
person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you can pick Sin rumbo become
your current starter.

Amy Christensen:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind
skill or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book as compared to can
satisfy your limited time to read it because this time you only find book that need more time to be read. Sin
rumbo can be your answer because it can be read by an individual who have those short free time problems.

Carolyn Rodriguez:

Publication is one of source of information. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen require book to know the change information of year to help year. As we know
those ebooks have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world. From
the book Sin rumbo we can take more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To be creative person
must like to read a book. Just choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't always be doubt to
change your life at this time book Sin rumbo. You can more attractive than now.
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